
OAS01 All Wrapped Up  

Please reverse boxes 6 and 7 on the cutting and placement guides to correctly match the fabrics on the 
Materials List. 

CORRECTIONS TO MATERIALS NEEDED (This list replaces the one printed on the pattern.) 
 
Elements of this quilt are made from the Glacier Lights Fabric Collection designed by McKenna Ryan for Hoffman 
Fabrics.  Refer to diagram and photo for easy fabric selection.  Yardage is based on 44” wide fabric. 
 
To achieve the most realistic looking scene, Hoffman PN014 Seafoam #79 and Hoffman PN025 Seamist #174 from 
the Glacier Lights Collection are highly recommended. 
 
Hoffman PN014 Seafoam #79 - 7/8 yd (to get exact repeat) for background block 
Hoffman PN025 Seamist #174 - 6” x 6” piece (minimum) for penguins A & F bodies,  
 and penguin A nose 
 
For appliqués, border, backing and binding, the following Hoffman list of fabrics is highly recommended.  Fabrics with 
a high thread count, such as batiks, are recommended if unable to locate each and every fabric listed. 
 
Hoffman 1895 Black #4 - fat quarter for large penguin bodies, penguin A & F heads and eyes 
Hoffman 1384 Cream #33 – 16” x 8” piece for box 2B, penguin A & F faces, and penguin tummies 
Hoffman F2019 Cherry #403 - 1/8 yd for box 1E and 1F and border or 4” x 4” piece without border 
Hoffman 1895 Hamster #281 - 7” x 6” piece (minimum) for box 1A, 1B, 1C and 1D 
Hoffman 1895 Paris #244 - ¼ yd for box 8D and 8E, ribbon under penguin A wing, box 3A, 3B, 3C and 3G ribbon,  
 and border 
Hoffman 2018 Seaside #484 - 9” x 7” piece (minimum) for box 2A 
Hoffman 1895 Lagoon #503 - 9” x 6” piece (minimum) for box 7C, 7E, and 7G ribbon, and box 2C 
Hoffman E289 Orchid #223 - 1/8 yd for box 2F and 2G ribbon, and border 
Hoffman 1895 Iris #40 - 9” x 7” piece (minimum) for box 2D and 2E ribbon 
Hoffman 1895 Belize #362 - ¼ yd or fat quarter for box 3D and 3E, box 4B and 4G  
 ribbon, box 8A ribbon, and border 
Hoffman F2012 Parakeet #271 - ¼ yd or fat quarter for box 5D and border or 9” x 20” piece without border 
Hoffman 1895 Winter Cherry #441 - ¼ yd or fat quarter for box 5A, 5C, and 5E ribbon and border or 8 ½” x 10”  
 piece without border 
Hoffman 1895 Barbie #326 - 4” x 4” piece (minimum) for Box 5B ribbon 
Hoffman E247 Cherry #403 - fat quarter for box 4D and 4E, and border or 8” x 4” piece without border 
Hoffman 1895 Frog #303 - 1/8 yd for box 4A, 4C, and 4F ribbon, box 8B ribbon and border or 4 ½” x 20” piece  
 without border 
Hoffman F2015 Cabo #361 - 4½” x 8” piece (minimum) for box 7A, 7B, 7D and 7F ribbon 
Hoffman 1895 Crocus #438 - 4½” x 4½” piece for box 6C 
Hoffman F2017 Crocus #438 - 8” x 8” piece for box 6B and 6D ribbon 
Hoffman 1895 Wade #341 - 3/8 yd for box 6A ribbon, border and binding 
Hoffman F2018 Cherry #403 - 2” x 2” scrap for bow on penguin C 
Hoffman 1895 Oprah #333 - 1/8 yd for border 
Hoffman 1895 Lime #71 - 1/8 yd for border 
Hoffman F2007 Jewel #162 - 1/8 yd for border 
Hoffman 1895 Primrose #42 - 1/8 yd for border 
Hoffman F2028 Teal #21 - 1/8 yd for border 
Hoffman F2024 Ocean #73 - 1/8 yd for border 
Hoffman 1895 Frank #349 - 1/8 yd for border 
The border is made from a variety of the above mentioned border fabrics to equal a random grouping of 
 approximately 45-48 pieces 
For full quilt border fabrics, backing, batting, and binding, see Materials Needed for full quilt in Block #3 pattern –  
 Decked Out for the Holly-Days. 
Backing – Hoffman E221 Glacier #183 – 1 1/8 yd or one piece 24” x 38” 
Batting – 24” x 38” 
 



Notions: Clear monofilament thread & cotton or poly/cotton thread; 1 ½ yd lightweight paper backed fusible webbing 
(McKenna uses Steam A Seam Lite by the Warm Company); freezer paper; and Pine Needles OAS12 Embellishment 
package for OAS01 All Wrapped Up. 
 


